The effects of Tubulin denaturation on the characterization of its polymerization behavior.
We report here upon a simulation study examining the effect of a dynamic mode of tubulin denaturation upon the kinetic and thermodynamic characterisation of the polymer formed for two idealized models of a tubulin polymerization reaction: (i) an irreversibly polymerizing system; and (ii) a reversibly polymerizing system. The effects of each denaturation mode upon the two model systems behavior are highlighted by interpretation of the data in terms of the classical Oosawa reversible condensation polymerization model. We reveal here findings which suggest that the measurement strategy in concert with Tubulin's instability over the time course of the experiment may bias the results obtained so as to make an irreversible system's behavior conform to the equilibrium model or alternatively distort the results obtained from a truly reversible system to produce values of the critical concentration quite seriously in error. It was also found that Tubulin denaturation may seriously distort parameter estimates gained from a kinetic characterization of the system (e.g. nucleus size and growth rate constant).